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ABSTRACT
The development of an individualized Course at Plano

High School, Texas, is described. The first attempt, using only
suggested guidelines, was considered unsuccessful. The second
structure adopted included: (1) specific, measurable behavioral
objectives, CO both basic and advanced required assignments; (3)

tests to measure achievement of the objectives, (4) lists of school
resources, and (5) a time table for minimum _satisfactory progress.
Advantages to the student, teacher and administration are listed
along with a discussion .of seVeral problems. The present approach
involves the class progressing through the course at a single pace
prescribed by the teacher. Some time for independent work Allows for
different levels of performance within this framework. ( Author/TS)
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PHYSICS jUST FOR FUN--AN INDIVIDUALIZED COURSE
USING HARVARD PROJECT PHYSICS*

by

John G. Payne

It is our philosophy at-Plano High School that physics

should be an enjoyable opportunity for each -tudent, working as

independently as possible, to discover _and understand physical

phenomena to the _limit of his interest and ability.- Toward .this

end,, we have endeavored_to find a workable, approach combining the

right amounts 9f fun and independence with- the right 4amounts of

student responsibility-and-class structure. This proper combination

_Hhas proved to,be an- elusive goal, but one we_have continued to

uccess. 'The text and lab materialspursue with, we f

used are those of Harvard Project Physics, a modern, humanistic

physics curriculum developed and tested over the Past several years

at Harvard University. We find both the philo5ophy of the course

and its wealth of multi-me

to our purpose.

In our- fir

ia learning,' aterialS leally-sUited

t year attempt at provid ng a mOre individua ized,

independent:-oriented class, we made.only suggested assignments.

It wa's intended that the students would use these as_a basis onto

--WhiCh--they-couldddr additional reading', problems, and lab work

asheywea1-1cliydually motivated. NOthiri:g was required, only
. -

gested. The 'reStiltS4'Were very-disillusioning. No one-Jaccomplished

e annual meeting of theiAmeOcan As
ebruar 1971, New--YOrk :City.
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anything, including the basic suggested assignment. We decided

that in order for an individualized program to be successful,

it was imperative to provide more definite requirements to guide

the stud nts, but from which they could eiiy extend and diversify.

It was realized that su h an individualized, diversified approach

could ea ily lead to an unmanageable, chaotic class situation.

But it Was hop d that by careful planning, the teacher would

be able to provide a structured learning environment organized

enough to permit orderly student progress.

We decided that our structure would consist of the followim

(1) specific measurable behavi ral obje-tives, (2) both basic

and advanced required assignmen s, (3) tests to measure achievement

of the objectives, (4 ) lists of school reciurces relate( to each

chapter, and (5) a time table providing deadlines for minimum

satisfactory progress.-

in mind that

The objectives were chosen with the premise

not all students today are inclined toward becoming

physicists or enginee s, but they all can benefit from and enjoy

learning about physical phenomena_ The ,:ltatement of these objectives

for each chapLer of the text forced the teacher to carefully

consider in advance what he felt to be the vital concepts and

skills- to be learned. By stating these objectives measurably

-terms of desired end behaVior, such-as,

7 At _: tii0 conip 1 6 -'i o q; = 61 44.-0c-',07). a p'- ei- , : a cp. suident-,should,-_ , ,

-_,able to': _ ",-;as:e _the--,,'deginitioncof ayerage ,s e
r

d--- i thevage-speea óf an't.--object;'-



total distance traveled, or the total time elapsed while
the object was moving; b) find the average speed and
instantaneous speed of an object by measuring the slope
of a distance---versus_time graph; c) show experimentall,
what is meant by uniform motion; etc.,"

the teacher in essence determined both what assignments were to

be given in order to achieve these objectives, and how the Student

was to be tested.

We began the next year with an initial familiarization with

physics in a traditional class manner. After covering one

introductory chapter together, we began our individualization. Each

student was given a printed study guide listing objeetives, assignment,

and resource materials for the next chapter. When he had completed

the assignment satisfactorily, he was tested and allowed to proceed

to the next chapter. The teacher was available at all times to

assist, but only occasionally did he make a presentation to the

class as a whole. 'Mils, the fifty-minute period was the students'

almost entirely to use as they deemed be t with respect to their

written, and

The assignment for each chapter

-=Tile requirement for making-, a_ grade of

a st-udent complete in a satisfactory manner the advanced assignment

(marked_on his as ignMent sheet by an asterisk) plus making a test

grade' of a.t- least -80 for-each -cilapter -of -the entire -six units of

,
equirement for maicing a grade of")E1'_' wasthat-

,

Wien ,pompi*te- a satffadtbry-Manhdr. basic assignment,

apter-ofthe entire
-
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six units of the course. The requirement for making a grade of

"C" was that a student complete in a satisfactory manner the

basic assignment plus making a test grade of at least 70, even if

he had to take the test more than once for at least the first

four units of the course. The students c uld work at any rate

they chose, alone or in groups, and pursue any individual interests

they might have as long as they completed the minimum requirements

for the particular level of work they had chos n. Thus, only

by completing the entire course with a high degree of proficiency

could a student make an fA. ", while only by failing to complete

a very minimal assignment could a student fail.

Testing was accomplished primarily by means of multiple

choice tests over each chapter. Questions were carefully correlated

to the stat d objectives. By requiring each step of the work

to be shown on questions involving calculations using occasional

ionally asking for demonstrations, both

efficient and practical testing was achieved. Students were

allowed to take t sts whenever they chose after satisfactorily

completing ther chapter ,assignment.

Student enthusiasm for oUr physics prOgraM was initially as

great-as their' work output. Never before had I observed so much

productive -activity as-I4found-occurring. in our classes' each'day.
0,7 -

_

Both hirhifabilitY -;scienc 'Were
+,

_

busy each day4Orking=on their indiVidual purdUits-. Spme-rbf-the
Yr.

4: a
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other advantages we found.in our Approach are listed below;

I. Advantages to the student

A. Choice of level, pace, aay-to-day activities,
and individual or group work'

B. Time at school for class work and extra projects
C. PerSonal contact with teacher
D. Control over grade
E. Developing sense of re ponsib lity and .0elf- eliance

II Advantages to the teacher

A. Freedom from everyday lecture drudgery
B. More effective occasional lecturesi films and

demonstrations
C. Students aiding other students
D. Lessening of discipline problems
E. Completion of work by every student
F. No absence or make-up problems
G. Constant check ov each student s progress

III. Advantages to the administration

A. Planned curriculum
B. Continuous curriculum from year to year
C. Economy of equipment costs due to requiring a

smaller number of each type of apparatus
Increased physics enrollment leading to a more
well-rounded use of science faeilities

Mhile the advantages and successes of our approach were
.

impreSsive, there wersseveral'-problemsiof substantial concern-

to us-. The procrastination of some'students,. whether because of-

customary past experiences in school or just plain laziness,

resulted-:in:: -the -impropler __itO0itiinij-_-ofrili-p_pponsibio.ityc,f-prT_the,ir.___
_ _ _ _ _ . _ _

ouin:-progresszin_;the.,aours_e.i, ,q'hol.Agh-#4*-14e,--Otodikrit,pi,-9Quid certalnly__--
,---,

as 141S-,fiot 'felt to be an acceptable, final

.Ellepredictable.iiritaelainess of
- _



such a diversified class. As the year went on, this problem

became more acute. Most serious of all was the feeling expressed

by a significant number of students and their parents that the

students were not receiving enough in the way of teacher discourse

and direction Our conviction that any validity in such a

suggestion could be remedied by improved course objectives and

additional experience by both the teacher and the student in an

individualized approach still left us wondering if we had yet

really found that elusive ideal combination we were seeking.

Changes appea ed necessary.

Our present approach seeks to combine some of the most

succ ssful elements of the traditional and individualized approaches.

With the exception o f a very few highly gifted and motivated

students, the class now progresses through the course tog ther

at -a pace-prescribed by the teacher. Study guide sheets listing

objectives, three levels of assignments and related resources er'e

given to eaoh student at the beginning of a chapter. At least

et'674-de solely fdr reading-, This is followed

next day by a formal presentation by the teacher introducing

the material in the chapter. Several independent study days then

allow, each student to complete ,an "A" IV, or "C" level

aSkignment
_

Next the

n whateVer fashion he chooses to go about his work .

le class meets ohce more to discuss problems and
-

ap6.see afiim or demonstration, or hear a guest

ependent study day vallows corrections
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to be made in a student's work or individual interests pursued.

Finally, the chapter is concluded with a test. The test grade

is averaged with the assignment grade to arrive at a chapter

grade. Thus, the students are given some degree of independence

but in a more definitely structured environment.

Most probably, this is still not the approach which will

prove compatible enough with our philosophy and goals to be

satisfactory to all of us. But every instance we observe oE a

student's self-achievement and enjoyment of physics insists

us that we are on the right track.


